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Comment: If the ability to say things that may offend is legally hindered, then the contest of ideas necessary to keep a democracy healthy is hindered as well.
Hate speech law a threat to democracy
Two-Round NFL Mock Draft has arrived. The time is now for some long-tenured college players to hear their name called in April.
2022 NFL Mock Draft: WRs dominate back half of Round 1
The blood-boiling excesses of woke corporations can and should be curbed. But there’s no need to destroy the American free-market system in the bargain.
Conservatives Step into the Left’s Antitrust Trap
Beleaguered Pakistan head coach Misbah-ul-Haq on Wednesday admitted that the 0-3 thrashing at the hands of a back-up England team in the ODIs has unsettled the team and left him v ...
Misbah-ul-Haq says 0-3 series loss to second string England side has ‘unsettled’ team
Pablo, who was ordained last May, recently defended his doctoral thesis on the Church’s teachings regarding welcoming refugees and migrants. Pope Francis encouraged him personally to continue his ...
“Don’t forget the refugees”
The U.S. Constitution is the foundation for a well-ordered government of laws, and not of men George Washington was perhaps the first to use the word miracle in describing the drafting of the U.S.
Perspective: Our inspired Constitution
The “Lagos Declaration” by the 17 Southern governors on rotational presidency seems to be unsettling some founding fathers of All Progressives Congress (APC).
2023: APC and its contentious gentleman’s agreement on power shift
This development has forced the right's adversaries on Team Blue to defend a theory that very few people on either side of this increasingly silly debate could accurately define if challenged to ...
Critical Race Theory Can't Be Banned. It Can Be Exposed, Mocked, and Avoided.
Africa’s “Second Liberation” and the Durability of the Democratic Ideal In Africa, these complexities are compounded ... this model nonetheless meant that merit was institutionalized as a criterion ...
African Studies Keyword: Democracy
The Phoenix Suns are proving at the worst possible time in the NBA Finals what has made them such a terrific team this season.
Suns have same nightmare back-to-back games, fall to Bucks in Game 4
Republicans, meanwhile, claim they are actually defending democracy by preventing fraud and ensuring the integrity of the vote. Both sets of claims should be viewed with skepticism. As usual ...
Are Republicans Who Support New Voting Restrictions Racist or Just Partisan?
It is obvious that political consciousness among Nigerian youths has risen to an all-time high. The era when they remained passive on issues ...
2023: Between not too young to run act and ploy to raise election spending
By Ekanpou Enewaridideke THE head of Elder Godsday Orubebe is always correct but the heads of some people in this world are not always correct.
Orubebe’s award of excellence
Andrew Cachu was just shy of his 18th birthday when he gunned down a man in Palmdale. He was tried as an adult and sentenced to 50 years to life in prison. Now, thanks California voters and the ...
Gascón’s plan to cut decades-long prison term for juvenile tried as an adult met with opposition
The Giro d’Italia Donne starts on Friday, with a brand new organisation, new look and some challenging parcours. But who will be in for the running for each of the five classifications on offer?
Giro d'Italia Donne 2021: The contenders
Formula 1's second race at the Red Bull Ring resulted in a depressingly familiar outcome for Mercedes as Max Verstappen romped to another victory at the Austrian Grand Prix. Autosport discusses the ma ...
10 things we learned from F1's 2021 Austrian GP
At No. 23, that’s no certainty, but Drewitt, who enters this week’s Memorial Health Championship presented by LBS as the defending champion, likes where he stands two spots inside the top-25 ...
Brett Drewitt looks to defend Memorial Health Championship presented by LBS title
during a deployment that parallels recent U.S. Air Force activities in this increasingly contested area. This involves aircraft being topped up with fuel with their engines running the entire time.
Arctic Pit Stop A First For British Typhoon Fighter Jets
“This is the time for [Afghan government troops] to step up and defend their country,” Kirby ... they already control 85% of the country, a contested claim. But Kirby did not dispute a ...
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